Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Captains Log Stardate 10302.21 We have yet to figure out a way to get the Medici back to its own time. There is something that can be done, but the answer keeps eluding us. Somehow we need to get them back

Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin "Lost... Kin?" Part 7 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Heading for her office in sickbay::

CTO_Peters says:
::At TAC 1... trying to scan through the muck.::

TO_Sky says:
::sitting in the security office going over reports::

CEO_Russel says:
::On the bridge at the ENG station.::

CSO_KTor says:
::On the bridge at Science 1::

OPS_Mades says:
::exiting the not-quite-right shuttle and looking for Teasley::

XO_Farrel says:
::Paces the bridge looking over K’Tor's report::  CSO: Excellent work.  So given that the nebula is either in quantum flux as a whole and jumping randomly, or is in slices, what suggestions do you have to get us home?

FCO_Teasley says:
::walks around the shuttle::

Host Gifrel says:
::clears throat::

CIV_Lamberson says:
::turns and enters the shuttle bay glaring at the shuttle::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Entering, nods to Sarah with a smile and enters her office, not seeing the inquiry in her right hands eyes.::

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: Hey, there you are.  Look at this.  ::races over and hands him the PADD::

CSO_KTor says:
XO: Sir. First, I recommend that we keep as close as practical to the Medici at all times. They are with us, and we don't want to lose them.

CIV_Lamberson says:
::limps across the shuttle bay wondering if kicking the shuttle would do any good::

FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the PADD::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Can I ask what this is first?

XO_Farrel says:
CSO: Right.  FCO: Helm, come alongside the Medici, and fly in formation with her.  Be sure to warn them of the maneuver.

CSO_KTor says:
XO: Second, perhaps we should leave the nebula again, possibly in a different direction, and take another reading on quantum signature.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Sits down at her computer and tries for the nearest down-link::

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: I broke through the encryption on the shuttle's computer and downloaded their historical database.  Now, I'm not much for history, but this is an interesting read.

Host Gifrel says:
::feels ignored, so turns to leave::

XO_Farrel says:
CSO: Sounds better then sitting here.  ::turns to the captain:: CO: Sir?  Should we give it a try?

TO_Sky says:
::finishes up the reports and sends the ones to the CTO that she will need...stands up gathering her things and heads out for inspections::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Gifrel: Do you have any suggestions as to how we can get the Medici back to its own time Doctor?

CTO_Peters says:
Gifrel:  Dr Gifrel, maybe you should stay on the bridge.

FCO_Teasley says:
::looks over the PADD::OPS: Interesting indeed

Host Gifrel says:
::turns back:: XO : Finally... Well.. Despite the CSO's theories having some sound base, i think he is incorrect.

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: I figure the Captain might want to see this.  You think?

CIV_Lamberson says:
::limps up to the FCO and OPS::

CSO_KTor says:
Gifrel: I would be interested to hear your theory, doctor.

XO_Farrel says:
Gifrel: And, what do you believe Doctor?

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: He probably will

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Sits back with a sigh as she hits a dead end, the computer informing her of the ships current location, plus the nebula's interference with communications.::

CMO_Mea`e says:
That is not what I wanted to hear at all...  ::Stands up and paces her office.::

OPS_Mades says:
::smiles at the CIV as he approaches::  FCO/CIV:  Well, let's get going.  ::still a bit jazzed from getting to play with the computer::

Host Gifrel says:
XO : Well... ::goes over to a console, and looks over some of the data:: Quantum changes have been know to appear as a result of time travel... And the lack of quantum irregularities near the "anomaly" seems to suggest that the Nebula's state of quantum flux is not the cause of our "universe shift"

CTO_Peters says:
::Begins reading the reports that Bri had sent.::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Lead the way lieutenant

CIV_Lamberson says:
::turns to leave the shuttle bay lets FCO and OPS lead so as not to slow them down::

XO_Farrel says:
Gifrel: What is causing it then?

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Gifrel: Then what is causing these shifts

OPS_Mades says:
::makes his way towards the TL, bounding with each step::

CSO_KTor says:
Gifrel: Then you believe that the time travel caused the shifting of universes, not the other way around?

Host Gifrel says:
XO : Plus, the data you have from the Medici does suggest the anomaly being more of a time bubble than a quantum fissure.

Host Gifrel says:
::nods:: CSO : Indeed...

CMO_Mea`e says:
Fine... lets try our own database, maybe Hali missed something...::Goes to the replicator and gets a snack, figuring this was going to take awhile.::

Host Gifrel says:
CSO : And since we can relatively assume that the Artemis didn't travel through time...

OPS_Mades says:
::reaches the TL before the others, signals and holds the door waiting for the others::

TO_Sky says:
::starting with the lower decks checks to make sure the teams are where they are supposed to be and that all is secure in the sections::

CIV_Lamberson says:
::follows the FCO and OPS::

FCO_Teasley says:
::walks into TL::

CTO_Peters says:
::Sees Topper enter the bridge and make his way over to TAC...  hands her a PADD.::

XO_Farrel says:
Gifrel: so you're suggesting we never time traveled at all, that we just jumped universes...?

CIV_Lamberson says:
::enters the TL behind the FCO::

CSO_KTor says:
Gifrel: The Medici did, and therefore it caused both us and itself to shift universes?

Host Gifrel says:
::waits for the CSO to get to where she is going::

OPS_Mades says:
::lets go of the door::  TL: Bridge

CTO_Peters says:
::Taking the PADD she goes over it... jaw clenches..:: Topper:  What the!?!?? ::Winces as she realizes she is speaking at the top of her voice.  Lowing it.::  Topper:  What is does that idiot think he is up to!!!

Host Gifrel says:
CSO : Maybe... But according to the Medici's Captain and their sensor data they did not travel into the past but to the future..

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Gifrel: Anything like a warp bubble?

Host Gifrel says:
XO : .. and yes, commander.. That is precisely what i am suggesting..

CEO_Russel says:
::looks at the CTO as she yells, then turns back to his console.::

CTO_Peters says:
<Topper>  CTO: I don't know ma'am.  Right now he is in airlock 2 drunk.  Ens King is there now trying to talk to him....  I've debated whether or not to call Cmdr. Mea'e but this will end up in his record if we do.

XO_Farrel says:
::Gives Peters a warning look:: CTO: What's wrong?

OPS_Mades says:
::arrives on the bridge and step out of the TL even before the doors are open fully, looking around for the CO::

Host Gifrel says:
CO : Well.. Only in the configuration of the anomaly, not in it's workings..

CSO_KTor says:
Gifrel: Then, do you have any suggestions for returning to our own universe and, possibly, even returning the Medici to its own time?

FCO_Teasley says:
::walks out of the TL::

CTO_Peters says:
::Taps her console.::  TO:  Bri, get to airlock 2, Rice is in there drunk and apparently singing show tunes....  I want his head in my office in 10 minutes..

FCO_Teasley says:
::follows Christian::

CIV_Lamberson says:
::exits the TL moving to the side stands out of the way::

CTO_Peters says:
::Motions for Topper to follow her off the bridge.::
TO_Sky says:
*CTO*: On my way. ::grins:: Just his head hey?

OPS_Mades says:
::rushes over to the Captain::  CO: Sir, we found some information you might be interested in.

XO_Farrel says:
CTO: Lt.? ::Louder::

Host Gifrel says:
Well, from what i have seen, it may not even be possible... The effects of the time bubble seem random... Though they have always been in the same direction for the Medici.. Into the future.

Host Gifrel says:
::turns to the OPS officer::

CSO_KTor says:
::Turns to look at Christian with interest::

TO_Sky says:
::heads for airlock 2 thinking of all the punishment that can be given on this one::

CTO_Peters says:
::Stops at the TL:: XO: Oh Sir?

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::turns to Mades:: OPS: OH, have it with you Mr. Mades?

XO_Farrel says:
CTO: What is the problem? 

OPS_Mades says:
::his offers his hand to the CO only to find it empty.  He looks blankly for a moment wondering what he did with the PADD:: CO: Um, I had it a moment ago, sir.  ::starts patting at his uniform looking for the PADD::

CTO_Peters says:
::Looks at Topper::  XO:  Just a slight problem with one of the TAC officers... Well you see Sir, he is singing show tunes in airlock 2...  I'm about to bronze his head er deal with the situation.

TO_Sky says:
<King> Rice: Do you know what this is going to look like when the CTO and TO find you?

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Absentmindedly takes a bite of her sandwich as she skims through the database::

FCO_Teasley says:
::hands the PADD back to Christian::

CSO_KTor says:
Gifrel: How does the entire nebula's quantum flux fit into a temporal bubble?

CTO_Peters says:
<Topper> ::Looks down at his feet.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Can you remember what is on it?

XO_Farrel says:
CTO: I'll look forward to your report... ::Steps aside, and returns to the group gathered near Gifrel::

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> King: Shoo what... ::falls against the bulkhead:: they dun like me anyhow. ::starts singing at the top of his lungs again::

OPS_Mades says:
::sees the PADD offered by the FCO::  FCO: Oh, right. ::gets the PADD and hands it to the CO:: 

CTO_Peters says:
::Hurries into the TL.::  Topper:  You think I should have told him the drunk part?

CIV_Lamberson says:
::looks to the CTO:: XO/CTO: If I may I might be able to handle this.

CTO_Peters says:
<Topper> CTO:  Ma'am, that is not up to me...  ::Didn't hear the CIV.::

TO_Sky says:
::follows the horrid voice to airlock 2:: King: Just what is going on here? ::stops with hands on hips::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::takes the PADD from Christian and begins to read it::

Host Gifrel says:
::turns to the CSO:: CSO : I don't think it does... Though it may explain why we have not been "transformed" into this new universe. It may have protected us from the consequences of whatever changed our normal universe.

TO_Sky says:
<King> ::jumps and comes to attention:: TO: Ma'am, ::steps to the side:: It seems Ensign Rice has had a bit too much to drink.

CTO_Peters says:
Computer:  Brig....  ::taps commbadge...::  TO:  Bri have you gotten Don Quiote out of the airlock?

XO_Farrel says:
Gifrel, CSO: Hmmm...here's an idea.  Could the Medici's presence here be causing a disturbance in the space-time continuum that is causing these random universe shifts?

FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Mr. Mades was able to break the encryption codes on the shuttle's computer

CIV_Lamberson says:
::watches after the CTO shaking head::

TO_Sky says:
*CTO*: Just got here ma'am. Ensign King and I will have him up there shortly.

OPS_Mades says:
CO: Yea, it was a blast.. ::remembers who is speaking to:: Um, sir.

TO_Sky says:
King: At ease Robin. You grab one arm and I have the other one. ::steps in grabbing Rice's arm:: Sheesh he smells like he took a bath in it!

Host Gifrel says:
XO : I don't see any evidence that our universe shifts are.. "random"

CSO_KTor says:
Gifrel/XO: That's possible, but... what could the Medici have done?

TO_Sky says:
<King> ::steps in grabbing the other arm:: TO: I guess we are going to have to half drag him to get him moving.

TO_Sky says:
King: If that is what has to be done it will be. ::starts dragging Rice along::

CTO_Peters says:
::Taps her commbadge once more::  *CIV*:  Mr. Lamberson, in about a half hour, would you mind taking Ens Rice under your wing... it seems he requires some personal supervision... of course he will be at your disposal for any and all Joe jobs that you require done...  Waste management... picking up garbage...

Host Gifrel says:
::shrugs:: That, I don't know.. You'll have to ask them.


TO_Sky says:
<Rice> ::continues singing::

FCO_Teasley says:
::gives Christian an odd look::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::peeks up from the PADD at Christian and goes back to reading it::

XO_Farrel says:
Gifrel/XO: Wait, what do you mean protected us from the changes?  Are you saying the Medici, being pulled from it's normal place in time, has altered the timeline?  That the universe we just experienced with those hostile Klingons is actually our universe, but with alterations in the timeline caused by the Medici's disappearance?

CTO_Peters says:
::Feels the TL stop and her and Topper exit and head to the brig.::

CIV_Lamberson says:
*CTO*: Sure Lieutenant. ::wonders what the twerp did this time.... turns and enters the TL:: TL: Deck 7.

Host Gifrel says:
XO : It is a possible theory.. One that happens to fit the facts..

TO_Sky says:
::continues dragging Rice along:: King: I swear if he doesn't shut up I am going to punch him in the mouth! ::heads for the security office::

CTO_Peters says:
::Stalks into her office and waits.::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Starting to take another bite of her sandwich blinks as she bites her fingers::

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> ::starts singing Man of La Mancha at the top of his voice::

CSO_KTor says:
Gifrel/XO: All the facts, EXCEPT for the different quantum signature of wherever it is we are now.

TO_Sky says:
<King> TO: Not if I do it first!

XO_Farrel says:
Gifrel/CSO: So if we return them to where they belong in time, the timeline should be restored?

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::looks up from the PADD:: OPS: So Mr. Mades, what your trying to tell me is that the Medici is a "ghost" ship?

TO_Sky says:
<SEC> ::watches as Rice is drug down the hall between King and Sky...shake their heads wondering if he will get out with his::

CIV_Lamberson says:
::exits TL muttering limps to the security office wondering if it is safe::

OPS_Mades says:
CO: Can't say for sure, but seems likely, sir.

Host Gifrel says:
CSO : As I said before, There have been cases where the altering of timelines has created a different quantum signature to the resulting timeline. Or rather... All the Universe's quantum signature shifts when the timeline is changed somehow..

CTO_Peters says:
::Sits behind her desk and puts her most serene face on.  With one hand she drums her fingers on the desk.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: And that would also explain why the Klingons violently attacked us

CSO_KTor says:
Gifrel/XO: An interesting idea. Perhaps this entire problem was caused by the Medici attacking the shuttle.

TO_Sky says:
::heads into the security department and for Zoe's office...uses the toe of her boot to knock on the door::

CTO_Peters says:
::Stands up.  Takes her time straightening her uniform.  Picks off imagined lint.::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Does that mean the Medici is responsible for the alternate timeline?

OPS_Mades says:
CO: Yes, sir.  We may look odd to them, but we definitely look like Federation.

CIV_Lamberson says:
::turns entering the security office watching Sky and King drag Rice through the door of the CTO's::

CSO_KTor says:
::Gets a sudden unfortunate idea:: Bridge: I have just thought of something.

Host Gifrel says:
CSO : Perhaps.. But if that is the case, either the Captain is lying or they did not realize they did it.. Or the event that will cause this disaster is yet to happen..

CTO_Peters says:
::She takes a deep breath as Topper takes up a spot on the oppose side of the room.::

XO_Farrel says:
CSO: You mean the inadvertently caused a war with the Klingons...which is why the Federation or Starfleet is no where to be found?

OPS_Mades says:
::turns around:: FCO: Um, I don't know... I wasn't a big fan of my temporal mechanics class... well, not the lectures in any rate.

CTO_Peters says:
All:  Well, well, well, look at what the dog dragged in Rice...  now aren't you a sight.

TO_Sky says:
::drags Rice into the room with Robin and dumps him unceremoniously in the floor:: CTO: Your singing Tactical officer ma'am.

CIV_Lamberson says:
::limps across the office sticking head through the door shakes head at the sight::

CSO_KTor says:
Bridge: I just realized: if the Medici exists now, and our universe has changed... before it changed, the Medici was lost.

CTO_Peters says:
::Looks at the lump on her floor.:: Rice:  STAND UP ENSIGN!!

CSO_KTor says:
Bridge: It may be that the Medici MUST be lost in action for our universe as we know it to exist.

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> ::goes bump on the floor and starts giggling:: CTO: You aren't too bad looking yourself!

CTO_Peters says:
::Moves out from behind her desk.::

CIV_Lamberson says:
::knocks on the frame to the CTO's door::

Host Gifrel says:
CSO : Another possible theory...

FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the helm::  CSO: I had feeling you were going to say that

CTO_Peters says:
::Gets a whiff of the booze.::

CTO_Peters says:
CIV:  Enter Stephen...

OPS_Mades says:
::Christian's eyes go wide as he listens to the CSO::

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> CTO: All right lady.....don't get your wig out of place. ::grabs onto a chair and starts pulling himself up::

XO_Farrel says:
CSO: We don't know that for sure yet... ::watching Mades:: ...for all we know the Medici has yet to fire on this shuttle and we can prevent it.

CIV_Lamberson says:
::steps in the door looking at Rice::

Host Gifrel says:
::nods:: XO : Yes, yes... Also likely...

CTO_Peters says:
::Laughs:: All:  Did you hear him..?  Don't wig out he says!  ::Laughs some more.   With a right cross slugs him on the chin.::

Host Gifrel says:
XO : I would think that a talk with the Medici’s Captain would shed some light on this matter.

OPS_Mades says:
::needs to sit down... wanders down to his post and sits heavily::

XO_Farrel says:
::nods:: CO: captain, Gifrel's recommends asking the Medici if she's encountered this Klingon shuttle before.

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> ::falls to the floor:: CTO: Hey what wuz shat for? ::rubs his chin:: Dang women...

CTO_Peters says:
::In a quiet even voice.:: Rice:  How dare you put this ship in danger or yourself by this inappropriate behavior..?  I know you think you are all that...but I'm here to tell you, but the time I'm finished honey the academy is going to seem like a picnic.

CIV_Lamberson says:
::limps over to Rice picking him up by the back of the collar::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO/Gifrel/CSO: From the logs found on the shuttle, it would seem that the Medici destroyed that Klingon shuttle before

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> ::looks up at the CTO:: CTO: Yer cute when yer mad. ::grins::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Shakes her head and pulls up the file, reading it.::  While it is written that all Zodions were destroyed, rumors had it that two survived the burning.  One which was said to have been found by a Vulcan archaeologist.  The other has long since been lost to rumors...

Host Gifrel says:
CO : Captain.. When dealing with time travel, you cannot ever be sure of before or after..

CSO_KTor says:
XO/CO/Gifrel: Whatever happens, if we encounter that shuttle again, it is imperative that we prevent the Medici from firing on it.

XO_Farrel says:
CO: Either way we need to know if the Medici has encountered this shuttle before...

CTO_Peters says:
::Gets in his face.:: Rice:  Well it's time to fall in love honey...  Mr. Lamberson here is going to be your personal instructor... 24hrs a day. When he is unavailable, you will be taught by myself your Ens Sky.  Understand so far?

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Takes a sip of her juice.::  Lost to what rumors?  That is no help.  And we know the Vulcan’s did end up with the one.  OK...  let's see.... at what point did it become rumor...

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> CTO: utuh.......that mans a nui... a nui... oh crap he is trouble.

CTO_Peters says:
Rice:  With a capital T.

CTO_Peters says:
::Motions Topper over with the pail of ice water she had him get.::

TO_Sky says:
::walks over and grabs Rice by the arm:: Rice: You think he is trouble you haven't met trouble yet.

CTO_Peters says:
::With one swift movement, she grabs Rice's head and dunks it in the water.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Medici: This is Capt. McPherson-Quest

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> ::gasps and starts choking::

OPS_Mades says:
::Christian's emotions are torn with their current predicament.  The distraction of the shuttle computer allowed him to forget just what was going on for a while, but now it came back to him.::

Host CO_Slochum says:
@COMM Artemis : Yes Captain?

CTO_Peters says:
::Pulls his head up so he can get a breath then dunks him again.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Medici: The shuttle that we have in our shuttle bay, have you seen that shuttle before? with COMM: Medici: Have you ever encountered a Klingon shuttle and destroy it?

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> ALL: Hey... ::feels his head dunked back in the bucket and starts fighting against the restraint::

CTO_Peters says:
::Pulls up his head once more.:: Rice:  Sober yet?

TO_Sky says:
<Rice>CTO: Don't go putting my head in there yer gonna drown me!

Host CO_Slochum says:
@::looks at the scans from the Artemis:: CO : Negative...

Host CO_Slochum says:
@COMM Artemis : But there is a war going on where.. When we came from... I have destroyed many Klingon vessels, but no shuttles..

CTO_Peters says:
Rice:  Don’t you worry, too much paperwork to drown you.  Get out of my sight...  You are out of chances, you screw up a penal colony will be your new home.  Understand?

TO_Sky says:
Rice: You are lucky I didn't open that blasted airlock and shove you out!

CMO_Mea`e says:
Hmmm... all reference is to it still being left on Betazoid, but it was last supposedly rumored ::Rolls her eyes::  what a way to phrase something.  ::Goes back to reading::  ... last supposedly rumored to be in the ancient city of Crilock, the capital of Zedian, which was destroyed by a major earthquake a thousand years ago...

TO_Sky says:
<Rice> CTO: Aye ma'am. ::does a half crawl half run out of the CTO's office::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Sighs::  just a thousand years ago... what is time anyway?  Look at us after all, floating in the middle of non.  ::Sighs and reaches for an apple and starts to munch::

CTO_Peters says:
CIV:  Stephen he is all yours...  I suspect this is our last chance to straighten him pout.  ::Sighs::

TO_Sky says:
::mutters:: Self: If that is even possible.

TO_Sky says:
<King> CTO: Ma'am I don't know what has gotten into him lately.

CIV_Lamberson says:
::shakes head:: CTO/TO: That one is going to cause more trouble if he doesn't straighten up and soon...... King: Make sure Mr. Rice is put in bed please..... 4 am  is going to come awful early.

TO_Sky says:
<King> CIV: Aye...I have just the two to take care of that. ::nods at everyone and turns leaving the office::

TO_Sky says:
CTO/CIV/Topper: So much for a quiet shift.

CTO_Peters says:
King:  I don't know either, but it's time we found out.  Have him scheduled with counseling.  If he refuses to go... its 1 night in the brig, the 2nd time, two nights.. 3 rd... three nights..  I think you get the picture.

TO_Sky says:
<King> ::stops in the door and looks back:: CTO: Aye ma'am I have the picture. ::grins::

CIV_Lamberson says:
CTO: Unless needed Mr. Rice is going to be going through 12 weeks of Marine Boot Camp here on the ship.

CTO_Peters says:
::Plops back into her chair and rubs her temples.::

TO_Sky says:
CIV: I can rearrange the schedules Mr. Lamberson with no problems.

CTO_Peters says:
All:  Oh man, the XO is going to have my head.  This is not going to go down well.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Medici: But somehow, didn't the vessels look just a little bit odd?

Host CO_Slochum says:
COMM Artemis : Which vessels?

TO_Sky says:
::sits down:: CTO: Ma'am I'm sorry about all of this. I wonder if it was my chewing him out earlier that had anything to do with it.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Sits back in her chair wondering if she can get a shuttle to Betazoid and then laughing at herself.  If over a 1000 years someone searching couldn't find it, then what makes me think I can...::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Medici: The Klingon vessels, didn't look like they didn't belong to your time?

Host CO_Slochum says:
COMM : Artemis : The ones we destroyed? Not really... They where standard Klingons ships.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Sighs::  But it might be what Hali needs...  When we get back.

CTO_Peters says:
TO:  I think it's more then that... before now Rice's performance has been exemplary...  Maybe he thought he was going to get Chief  I don't know.

FCO_Teasley says:
::listens to the conservation::

TO_Sky says:
::shrugs:: CTO: That I don't know. ::stands up:: If you will excuse me I am going to rework the schedule.

CTO_Peters says:
::Nods::  TO:  Ok, send it to me when your finished please.  ::Gets up and grabs a coffee::  CIV:  Would you like something to drink?

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Leans back in her chair with a sigh, closing her eyes, considering...::

TO_Sky says:
CIV: How long do you need him?

CIV_Lamberson says:
CTO: Some tea please. TO: 3 months should do it.

TO_Sky says:
::nods and looks around at the group then heads out::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Medici: Somehow Captain, you had entered an alternate universe and an altercation with the Klingons

CTO_Peters says:
::Orders a tea for Stephen and passes it to him.::

CIV_Lamberson says:
::takes the Tea::

Host CO_Slochum says:
ACTION : Suddenly, reality seems to shimmer all around the Artemis' senior crew... And the next minute, they are in a white void, all together... They hear a sound coming from behind them.. "The time has come..." They turn to see Q grinning ".. for us to have fun."

CIV_Lamberson says:
CTO: Thank you.

Host CO_Slochum says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End "Lost.. Kin? part 8 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


